
HoET	–	Week	3	Discussion	Questions	
	

As promised, here are some clarifications on the reading assignment for next week: 

1) Plato – here and search for "money" and you will see 113 mentions. You should take note 
- the first 30 mentions are not by Plato himself, but are a part of the introduction. They are 
still worth reading! But your main focus will be after that. You should look at each of these 
and read at least enough of the surrounding text to understand what he's arguing. If you 
spend much less than an hour on Plato, you've certainly gone too quickly or read too little. 

Some questions to ponder while you are reading: 

• What is the role of money in the ideal society? 
• What does Plato think of money-making? 
• How are virtue and money-making related? 
• How does Plato think money and merchants fit into society? What role to they fulfill? 
• What does Plato think happens to a person or a city when they become too wealthy? 
2) Aristotle's Politics: go here and read Book 1, sections 8-11. This version doesn't have 
those sections well labelled - it's pages 103-108. 
3) Aristotle's Ethics: go here and read Book 1, sections 6-11 [on happiness]; Book 2, 
sections 6-7 [on virtue as a mean]; and Book 5, section 5 [on justice in exchange]. This 
edition is much better about section labels - use the Table of Contents at the start to find 
the assigned sections. 

Some questions to ponder while you are reading: 

• Does Aristotle regard the gaining of money as a part of happiness? 
• Does money-making help or hinder virtue or happiness? Why? 
• What role(s) does money play in society? 

More generally, you should be thinking about: 

• What in these readings excites you, makes you angry, changes your mind, sounds 
wrong, or makes you curious? 

• What was that attitude of the ancient world towards the economy? 

4) Bonus Reading (not on the quiz - but worth considering if you're into wisdom and that 
sort of thing!): New Testameent - St. Paul, 2 Thessalonians 3:6 and St. Matthew 5, 6, 7. 

What does the Christian religious tradition have to say about exchange, money and the 
market? 

• How does that compare with Plato and Aristotle? • How does it compare with your own tradition? (E.g. Holy Koran, Hebrew Bible, Hindu 
texts.) 

	


